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“Digital poverty and
other watchpoints for
consideration when
teaching with
software applications
across Unitec’s Virtual
Desktop
Infrastructure”
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Project introduction and rationale
This research project was conceived as a way of
monitoring the performance at a focused class level of
an initiative instigated by Unitec in February of 2017.
Unitec’s intention was to provide a VDI platform to
meet software needs of lecturers , students and
administration staff.
Very little consultation had taken place with any staff in
the Construction Department regarding their software
needs and system requirements although this was
probably down to lack of a reliable point of contact.
Research paper started out as a feasibility study but as
decision to implement VDI had already been taken,
evolved into a study to see how the VDI system
performed and how it could be used most efficiently
for teaching students the BIM modelling software on
NZDAT programme.
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Definition of Digital Poverty
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“Digital poverty is the inability to use IT, either due to the lack of access or due to the lack of skills,” said Thierry Geiger, co-editor
of the Global Information Technology Report. “It is really a form of poverty because without digital access, without digital skills,
you cannot tap into the huge potential of technology to improve your lives and create opportunities.”
https://borgenproject.org/digital-poverty/

https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/

What is Virtual Desktop Infrastructure?
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Virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) is
virtualization
technology that hosts
a desktop operating
system on a
centralized server.
It is a form of cloud
computing which
itself is a generic
term for provision via
the internet of
services permitting
storage , managing
and processing of
data

Source - https://www.acecloudhosting.com/blog/what-is-vdi-how-it-work/

How can we get the best from VDI
Source - https://www.acecloudhosting.com/blog/what-is-vdi-how-it-work/

VDI can be set up to allow remote logs by
students permitting access to the software they
require to meet their learning needs.
Log ins can be user specific to provide access to
the applications relevant to the students
courses.
Does any discipline specific software need
particular considerations to allow VDO to
provide a similar student experience to that of a
normal desktop install.
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Project introduction and rationale
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NZ Diploma in Arch Tech uses Revit and
Archicad modelling software. This study
focusses on the performance of Archicad
when used across a VDI environment.
The intention of the research is to use the
findings to inform the deployment of VDI
across Unitec in other departments and
perhaps also beyond to other colleges.
In particular to help staff on courses where
specialised software is used extensively to
articulate their requirements and
adequately brief their Information
Technology colleagues on what students
should be able to achieve from the system.
All whilst having a comparable experience to
working on computers with locally
Installed software.

Project methodology
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• Literature review.
• informal monitoring of the Archicad software
performance in use during teaching of the 2
NZDAT papers
• semi structured interviews with various
professionals such as architects, Unitec IT staff
and external IT vendors including a specialist
VDI provider to architectural firms based in
Australia.
•

basic and specific testing designed to replicate
on Archicad the tasks and model outputs
necessary to satisfy the course learning
outcomes. This would be typical architectural
drawings such as plans sections elevations and
3D views.

Academic context is study of Archicad performance via
VDI on two 15 credit level 5 papers of the NZDAT.

Literature review themes
• Flexibility of VDI Environments
• System Management
• Cost Factors
• Less under-utilized desktop workstations
• Improved mobile and remote access
• Improvements in Data Security
• Enhanced end user experience
• Testing approaches for VDI platforms. Evaluate , test and adopt
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Aims and Objectives
• Identify factors for consideration in the adoption of a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure(VDI) installation to
accomodate the architectural and engineering software needs within a tertiary education institution.
• Identify and discuss the potential advantages and disadvantages of using a VDI platform
• Investigate whether VDI offers the most efficient solution in terms of factors such as expenditure costs,
hardware procurement and software deployment in a sustainable approach which meets the future
Information Technology needs of the institution
• Reducing the amount of high specification computers provided in laboratories which are rarely used to
machine capacity
• Identifying and assessing software performance when provided through a Virtual Desktop Installation
•

Comparing total cost of ownership figures for this approach compared with local machine installs

• Provision of an efficient software portal that students can log into at various campus locations.
• Generate of a decision-making template that will inform and enable other schools within the institution
to articulate their own software requirements in relation to VDI and design tests that will help verify
whether the VDI approach is both viable and beneficial.
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Perceived benefits VDI
• Cost savings- capital expenditure, infrastructure, power and maintenance costs
• Reductions in IT staff numbers
• Agility of VDI system, ability to offer high performance workstation graphics capabilities at client
end in a variety of ways whether low end desktops, notebooks or via thin client devices
• encourage standardization, simplify sharing whilst reducing unused computing capacity.
• disaster recovery, robustness, scalability and security all
• VDI systems were seen as easier to deploy manage and maintain whilst offering longer life
expectancies and centralized data storage in a protected environment
• sustainability benefits possible with VDI due to average CPU use levels being low across a VDI
leading to resource efficiencies and energy savings
• VDI was also seen to be faster than imaging technology, permitting connections to devices whether
Apple, Linux or Windows whilst not becoming obsolete as quickly as PCs.
• Mean Between Failure times were projected to extend to 70000 hours as compared to a
workstation’s 30000 hours
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Testing methods used.
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Testing involved logging in to the VDI
system , starting archicad and then
working with various building models of
various scope and complexity.
Operations were to produce plans,
generate sections and elevations and
also produce 3D photo rendered images
to see how long these operations took.
Timings were taken and observations on
any lag or latency.
How coordinated inputs from devices
such as mice and keyboards were with
completed action on screen

Testing methods used.

Testing also compared performance of VDI desktops with archicad local installations on both Windows and Apple.
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Project Findings
• flexibility of VDI and its ability to permit suites of software applications tailored to a company’s/ student’s needs.
• Potential of VDI to break down barriers such as Digital Poverty and Exclusion.
• importance of initial briefing discussions
• initial design of the framework seen as critical
• lack of knowledge and expertise amongst VDI vendors with regard to the specific requirements of the Architectural, Engineering
and Construction industry including an under estimation of software demands on a system.
• system should be designed to be conservative with some redundancy built in and never operate at its limit on full capacity.
• Managing an IT system and VDI framework to serve the AEC industry was seen as challenging
•

triangle of factors for consideration were Performance, Price and Density (i.e. processing cores of sufficient speed).
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Project Findings
• Heat and noise from server installations also pose problems. Heat in particular causes thermal throttling degrading system
performance
• Software specific requirements should not be overlooked and these amount to more than just possible licensing issues.
• Industry stakeholders were also concerned that the system should be scaleable to account for possible future expansion of
practice workload and this aspect of flexibility concurred with literature.
• Cost factors are important including server locations and whether one central server or a series in different locations is more
appropriate.
• Identifying the costs of upgrading aging hardware as opposed to investment in a VDI system were a fundamental objective
• Improved remote access and mobile working seen as significant benefit of VDI
• VDI’s ability to provide suites of applications tailored to a company’s specific needs.
• End user student experience could be impacted significantly by the internet speeds available to the VDI platform and also the
effect of things like bandwidth potentially causing latency and a negative and frustrating time at the keyboard.
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Project Findings
• Comments and observations specific to using Archicad
across the VDI at Unitec for in recent semesters for CIBC
5044 and 5045.
• Archicad uses the CPU extensively when carrying out
complex processes such as photographic renderings.
• 3rd party bolt ons such as rendering packages and those
enabling the saving of files to IFC will can cause crashes and
did so during texting of initial Unitec VDI set up. These
issues were resolved.
• Photographic rendering can be time consuming especially
where students and classes are trying to execute similar
operations simultaneously.
• Student user experiences seem to differ depending on who
logged in first or at different times to the virtual machines.
• Students can find working with slow machines very
frustrating.
• Testing showed some major lags from mouse inputs such
as zooming in and out and trying to pan the project in 3D.
These was using the scroll wheel it seemed and problem
did not present when zoom icons on application were used
instead.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
• Tutors should define what evidence to meet course learning outcomes that they
need to produce using the software provided by the VDI
• Identify any potential tasks that could impose high processing loads. Eg
generation of photo renderings, high quality audio and video editing etc
• What are the software system requirements and does the software make
particular processing demands eg Archicad uses CPU more so than GPU.
• Don’t assume all software applications will have the same demands on CPU and
GPU.
• Can the VDI system be scaled up and is it nimble enough to be adjusted to cope
with periodic high processing loads. Tutors should be able to identify these
periods on their course calendars.
• Remote log in possibilities can help overcome challenges with student digital
poverty
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End of presentation
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•Thank you
very much
for listening.
•Any
questions ?

